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Personal/Family Struggles? How about FREE counseling?
Employee Assistance (EAP) Newsletter
Help You May Need

Trending: Sleep Awareness

Trending: Summer Break

Sleep Awareness
Power Down The soft blue glow from a cell phone, tablet, or
digital clock on your bedside table may hurt your sleep.
Turn off TVs, computers, and other blue-light sources an
hour before you go to bed. Cover any displays you can't
shut off.
Block Your Clock Do you glance at it several times a night? Seeing the time can make your mind race with thoughts about
the day to come, which can keep you awake. Put your
alarm clock in a drawer, under your bed, or turn it away
from view.
Try a Leg Pillow for Back Pain Your lower back may not hurt
enough to wake you up, but mild pain can disturb the deep,
restful stages of sleep. Put a pillow between your legs to
align your hips better and stress your lower back less. Do
you sleep on your back? Tuck a pillow under your knees to
ease pain.
Look for Hidden Caffeine Coffee in the morning is fine for most
people. But as soon as the clock strikes noon, avoid caffeine
in foods and drinks. Even small amounts found in chocolate
can affect your ZZZs later that night. Read labels. Some pain
relievers even contain caffeine.
Work Out Wisely Regular exercise helps you sleep better -- as
long as you don’t get it in too close to bedtime. A postworkout burst of energy can keep you awake. Aim to finish
any vigorous exercise 3 to 4 hours before you head to bed.
Gentle mind-body exercises, like yoga or tai chi, are great to
do just before you hit the sack.
Relaxing Bed Time Ritual A relaxing, routine activity right before
bedtime conducted away from bright lights helps separate
your sleep time from activities that can cause excitement,
stress or anxiety which can make it more difficult to fall
asleep, get sound and deep sleep or remain asleep.

The Teachers Guide to Summer Break
Students often think of school as a marathon, and
even the slightest utterance of the word “summer”
calls forth images of a beautiful bright banner that
marks the finish line. For teachers, this is not the case.
Even though summer does also provide a break for
teachers, they don’t get to experience the same sense
of freedom as their students.
Being a teacher means keeping your body of
knowledge in tip-top shape. Summer break equals a
lot of preparation for the coming marathon, especially since teachers have to stay a few steps ahead of
their students in order to guide the race over the
course of the next school year.
Here are some ideas and guidelines that are aimed
at helping teachers keep up with their summer training schedules. Click here: http://
www.readinghorizons.com/blog/post/2012/04/27/
teachers-summer-break

Don’t forget, the Denton ISD
Employee Assistance Program is available 24/7.
This is a discreet, completely anonymous way to reach for
support to get you through those personal rough patches.

- Felicia Reid, R.N.

CLICK HERE to offer feedback on the Health Matters Newsletter.

